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Divine Law carries restorative Power and compensence.
What is Created by Divine Authority

is Protected by Divine Authority.
We leave it to Divine Law to balance any transgressions.

restorative: give back, put back to former state, return
compensence: remuneration, counterbalance





Translation Notice: In Divine Service

Father Which Is in Heaven:
“In Right and Proper Exchange of Information there is but one 

conveyance in Right and Proper Order of Divine Expression.
The Divine manifests in multiple ways, in multiple cultures.

It is each unto its own way of perception.

It matters not what others may say or think, it matters always 
only that which is Divinely Appointed each day.

It was Given unto your perception, 
Right and Proper Orderly Progression

of Divine Nomenclature each and every day, step of your way.
Those who transpire to subvert your words and direction 

shall Penalty pay, 
for that which is Divinely Authorized Nomenclature, 

subsides, subsists in Grand and Glorious Scheme.

Let no man put asunder that which is Divine in Nature.

As to exact literal translation, there can be none.
It is, would be, a departure from that Divinely Authorized 

Conveyance should you undertake to do so. 
Yes, the gist would remain intact, however, the nuances, 
reflections, inflection would no longer convey the subtle 

multidimensional unrefracted Nature.
It is by Divine Appointment this Conveyance comes 

in your time, in your way.
Let not those who would put asunder Direct Divine Conveyance do so, at 

Penalty of perjury of Divinely Authorized material.”

nomenclature: system of names used as a science or art
transpire: seek to bring about

subvert: ruin, corrupt
subsides: descends 

subsist: as means of maintaining life
asunder: separate into pieces

perjury: voluntary violation of an oath to tell the Truth
oath: a solid appeal to the Divine to witness to the Truth of a statement or the 

sacredness of a promise.





NOTICE TO READER

This book provides a means by which we can share 
what we have experienced and come to Know in this journey toward 

awakening.  It was created based on 
“where we were” at the time of its conception. 

Future material will show Spiritual Progression in Awakening.

This material is for individual use only. 
It is intended to spark creative contemplation 

and consideration of ‘if… then…’.  
It is intended to provide a means by which you can enhance your 

experience of that which is Divine (rather than to provide a means by 
which you are told or taught what to believe, 
how to behave, and what is right or wrong).

Because this material brings Light, 
you may find some of it very unsettling.

It is ultimately you who, through your Spiritual Awareness and Prayer 
for Discernment and Guidance, 

must establish the Divine Truth of what IS.
As you do so, Know that Divine Truth is a Progression of 

ever expanding refinement.

Divine Answers Respect all living things.

Should you choose to do so, any incorporation of this material into 
your life is at your discretion and your sole responsibility.

Know that the Divine / Father Which Is in Heaven 
is available to provide additional support in understanding, 

learning, or applying this material in your own life.





In Our Words

We want to make it perfectly clear, especially to the young who have not 
been raised in the way of Respect, that we have posted the requirement 
Father has placed for the material presented to be and remain accurate, 
unaltered, and fully True to the context of His Teachings.

The  Penalty  He  has  clearly  outlined  for  subverting  this  material  is  not 
something  that  would  be  implemented  on  an  individual  level,  but  by 
Universal Law. This carries its own retribution.

To those who would scoff at this, thinking themselves immune to Universal 
Law, we can only say, please be aware that these are not empty words. 
Ignoring Universal Law and the Father's  Way does not bring absolution 
from the consequences of  one's  actions.  Anyone focused on the Father 
Knows the Truth of this.

This is a free e-book. You may freely distribute this material and file 
only in its complete and unaltered format. This includes printed material. 
All material shall retain the “In Divine Service” notice and the Words that 
Father  has  Spoken  regarding  His  Authority  in  Universal  Law  for  the 
Protection and retribution of violating His Word. 

You may freely reference this material only if you correctly “cite your 
source”. That is  to say, to make reference to information from Father's 
material you will  appropriately credit BlueStarWay and the name of the 
material from which the reference was made.  References and quotes may 
not be taken out of context. Sentences in italics shall remain in italics 
to  indicate  direct  Conveyance  from  Father  Which  Is  in  Heaven. No 
referenced or quoted commentary by Martin, Mister, or Linda is to be given 
or presented as direct information from the Father, but rather as having 
been shared by their understanding at the time the material was written.





This material is freely shared by us.
If, in Joyful ThanksGiving,

you feel like sharing a Gift with us
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This book is a Gift to you
from Father Which Is in Heaven.

Know that sentences in italics
are direct messages from

our Loving Father,
“that all may come to see or know

that which Honors and Serves
the human race.”
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Side note by Martin

The Father  Which Is  in Heaven referred  to in all  of  the material  Linda and I  have 
created is the Father Jesus taught us to pray to in the Lord's Prayer.  'Living God,' 
'Father Within,'  and 'Father'  are used interchangeably and refer to the same Father 
Which Is in Heaven. 

Please take note that the concepts we have “inherited” in regards to Who and What 
the Father Is, His Desires, Goals, and Aspirations, as well as how He Manifests on 
Earth  and in  Humanity  are  very  limited,  constricted,  and quite  frankly  suffocating. 
Please do give yourself room for expansion in this regard and do not be put off by the 
use of this terminology. The information contained in this book is neither patriarchal, 
religious, spiritualist, scientific, dogmatic, atheist, shamanic, new age, worldly, alien, 
nor any other modality. It just Is what it Is.

Also be aware that while there is only one Father Which Is in Heaven and no one else 
can “claim” this Name, the words 'god,' 'father,' and 'lord' in and of themselves seem to 
not carry this type of restriction. Therefore, unless one makes it clear that the use of 
words  such  as  'God',  'Living  God,'  or  'Father'  specifically  address  Father  Which  is 
Heaven, it is possible for any number of entities floating around with a 'god' or 'lord' 
complex to answer the call. 

That this is not an issue to be taken lightly is shown for example by the vast numbers 
of people throughout history who have gone to war, plundered, and taken human life 
presumably  under  'god's'  direction  as  well  as  by  the  number  of  people  who  still 
subscribe to this day to the divinity of such guidance. It is also shown by the vast 
number of people who deny, sacrifice,  and flagellate self or others in the name of 
'god.' Father Which Is in Heaven would never incite such actions. He has made this 
very clear to Linda and I again and again.

Obviously, there is a great need to be very Discerning in this matter and while it would 
be easy to get lost in terminology and arguments, this is really a matter of the Heart 
and of Intention. For the western or 'christianized' mind, the term 'Father Which Is in 
Heaven' together with the refinements included in this book can be a helpful aid to 
hone one's Heart and Intention in the right direction.



I specifically say 'western' or 'christianized' mind because Father has Conveyed  and 
made it very clear to us that:

The Divine manifests in multiple ways, in multiple cultures.
It is each to its own way of perception.

And while different cultures do have different terminology and ways of relating to the 
Father, it is the case that all those who successfully commune with the Divine share 
common  traits  such  as  Harmony  and  Oneness  with  Nature,  Peaceful  disposition, 
Respect of Self and others, and Sovereign Expression. To these cultures and people 
the notion of destroying, killing, debasing, conquering, subduing, converting, ruling, 
dominating, or profiting from their fellow men and Earth is incomprehensible and alien 
indeed.

Whatever you do and whichever way you Honor and Develop your Relationship with 
the Divine just remember that Divine Answers Respect all Living Things and that the 
Divine isn't engaged in any battles.

Something else that needs briefly explained is the convention we adopted to capitalize 
certain words that have various, and often times opposing, meanings and therefore are 
prone to being misinterpreted or misused because of this. In short, when we capitalize 
words  within  a  sentence  we  do  so  to  specifically  refer  to  the  'healthy'  and  thus 
benevolent  interpretation  of  these  words  that  supports  a  Life  and  Sovereign 
Expression Harmonious with Creation and the Good Will  and Intent  of  the Father 
Which Is in Heaven. When we write the same words without capitalization we do so to 
denote the misunderstandings associated with these words. 

For example, in our writings, lower case 'l,' love, refers to the common misconception 
that associates this 'love' with sexual passion (which is a word derived from the Latin 
word 'pati' which means 'to suffer'), sexual arousal, and / or physical attraction and 
requires  such things  as  putting others  first,  attachment,  control,  self  denial,  (self) 
sacrifice, compromise, duty, etc., etc.. 

Capital 'L,' Love, on the other hand, refers in our writings to a Feeling that Elevates, 
Respects,  Cares,  Appreciates,  brings  Well  Being  and  Comfort,  and  supports  such 
states  of  expression  as  Health,  Humor,  Kindness,  Peace,  and  Benevolence.  An 
experience that is innate to our Being or Who We Are and is independent of others 



although its expression in us may be facilitated in their  presence just like being in 
Nature facilitates us getting in touch with our inner Peace. 

Similarly, little 'p' play denotes doing things in the way of the world and from the 
perception  of  the  world.  It  includes  slabor,  fighting,  resisting,  profiting,  ruling, 
destroying,  abusing,  killing,  warring,  saving,  converting,  and  trying  to  defeat  or 
overcome the 'bad guys,' whoever they may happen to be at any given time, so we can 
be 'safe.' 

While, big 'P' Play indicates what we came here to Earth to do: Play in Father's Garden 
in a Light Hearted, Respectful, Joy-full, Constructive, Edifying Way through which we 
manifest our Divinity and expand our experience, KNowledge, and Understandings of 
Creation and Father Which Is in Heaven's Good Will and Intent for us. 

As you can see, this convention, while seemingly simple, is of utmost significance to 
facilitate a Proper interpretation of our writings. 

Obviously we can't nor haven't applied this convention to every word we use for that 
would  be  too  cumbersome.  Neither  does  this  convention  apply  to  proper  names, 
though  many  times  we  purposely  'downgrade'  a  proper  name  to  lower  case  to 
emphasize the point we seek to convey. 

Occasionally  we  may  miss  a  capitalization,  however  the  concepts  being  conveyed 
within  the  sentence  and  paragraph  will  make  it  perfectly  clear  whether  we  are 
referring to the 'unhealthy' or 'healthy' meaning of the word. 

In-Joy
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 SEPTEMBER 22, 2010

a microcosmic story

2



Let's share a little story today.

What if, once upon a time there was a really smart 
computer  expert  who  designed  a  program  for 
webbots? And when he would read the data these 
bots collected, he always assumed it was projecting 
a macrocosm event. He hadn't noticed a little piece 
of  his"parking  lot"  of  data  that  he  collected  was 
parked the wrong direction.

So, periodically he would have a microcosmic event 
that  had  macrocosmic  ramifications.  He  had 
assumed an event with macrocosmic results had to 
be a macrocosmic  event,  like  9/11,  rather  than a 
seemingly insignificant individualized event. 

What if, in this story, there was One of The People 
who had a heart True and Pure, and would one day 
see a shift in consciousness that could re-turn The 
People to their Divine State of expression on Terra? 
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Of course,  the "powers  that  be",  or  unrighteous - 
unholy, would reach a point of desperation as this 
One progressed, to the point they would launch an 
all out attack. 

Being  a  microcosmic  event,  this  all  out  attack 
wouldn't  be  on  a  country,  it  would  be  more  like 
"remote  viewers",  layer  upon  layer,  "cloistered" 
away  in  secret  rooms  of  a  "monastery"--the  very 
best  of  the  best,  who  would  launch  an  attack  to 
innervate  the  One  Person,  so  as  to  appear  this 
Person  had  a  heart  attack.  Do  remote  viewers 
cause heart attacks? Not exactly. They convince a 
Person's  body  it  is  having  a  heart  attack  by  this 
innervation and the body responds as if the attack 
were a real heart attack.

In this microcosmic event, the Person had only The 
Father  and  prayer  to  intervene.  And  group  by 
group, one by one, layer upon layer, these remote 
viewer  attackers  were  repelled  and  rendered 
useless. Of course, they had reserve troops, er. . . 
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we should say remote viewers to call upon.  So they 
waged their microcosmic war for some weeks.  In 
the end, Universal Law ended their attack.

And Clif, er . . . our computer expert never knew he 
was accurate, in that an event did occur when he 
said it  would. An attack of vast import.  However, 
not everything the unrighteous - unholy do is known 
to The People. The events quietly come and go, and 
only a few People know, and The Father Which Is 
In  Heaven,  who  our  computer  expert  doesn't 
believe in.

Either our computer expert is our hero or a mole. 
He "saw" how their parasites infest our energy body 
creating the "holes or doors" and that they exist on 
the only level at which true healing and health can 
take place in  us,  as the  unrighteous -  unholy  are 
cast out and the holes or doors are NON.

On a SunShiny day of Pure Love and Joy, pure 
air, pure rain !
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OCTOBER 1, 2010

upgrades didn't upgrade
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Martin  has  spent  an  extensive  amount  of  time 
upgrading the blog software and pursuing correct 
action of the new widgets. He has had what I would 
call "modest success" with his blog. I, on the other 
hand, have chosen to revert to the blog software I 
have been using. Apparently, the "skin" I chose is 
not  as  popular  as  Martin's,  and  therefore  not  as 
able to receive the new changes.

I will be resuming my blog, now. I've been taken off 
"hold" and placed back in active mode.

On  a  SunShiny  day  of  Love  and  Joy,  with 
turquoiseblue skies, pure air, pure rain, and a cool-
balmy breeze !
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OCTOBER 2, 2010

jealousy, competition, and

We can progress quite far in our Spiritual Journey 
and  still  be  "plagued"  with  a  specific  emotion  (or 
group  of  emotions)  that  are  NOT Righteous  and 
Holy.  They  are  usually  initiated  by  friends  with 
whom we share our Spiritual Walk. These are the 
very people we should reJoyce with. We would best 
be served to acknowledge their progress and know 
that  each  step  made  in  The  Father  Way  makes 
easier the Way for all The People. 

When  these  emotions  surface,  stop  mentally  and 
place them on the Altar of Divine Love and Power 
in Right and Proper exchange for Truth and Love. 
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Tell the unrighteous - unholy energy attacking you, 
"I don't play. Get thee away. Get thee away ends 
your  play",  and  Know their  play  IS ended.  The 
quicker  and  more  firm  your  response  to  end 
unrighteous - unholy emotions, the better the results 
and the happier you are in your friendships.

The subtle resentment of a friend "getting ahead" or 
"being  more  spiritual"  is  destructive  to  everyone. 
Truly  being  happy  for  a  friend's  progress  brings 
progress to everyone. The deception would have us 
believe their progress "makes less" of us, when the 
opposite is true. The progress of one progresses all. 

There is no place in what is Righteous and Holy for 
such emotions. Be aware. Be responsible. Be Firm. 
Choose  Divine  Feelings  of  Love,  Joy,  Peace, 
Gratitude, (or as we say, Be-atitude). Express the 
Feelings you would like to see expressed by others.

On a SunShiny fall day of Love and Joy ! with pure 
air, pure rain, pure skies !
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OCTOBER 3, 2010

parasites still don't like salt
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We have touched on the fact,  parasites don't  like 
salt.  This  explains  the  millennial  mercantile 
militaristic control of salt regarding The People. 

You remember the epic movie, Gandhi, in which the 
march  to  the  sea  for  harvesting  salt  became  the 
protest  against  British  rule.  You  may  say,  well, 
that's India. It's hot there. And they're primitive in 
the  masses.  How  primitive  are  we  that  they  can 
refine the mineral  content  out  of  our  salt  (just  like 
bread and sugar) and leave the poison to sell us? If 
we  want  the  minerals,  we  pay  a  premium  for 
colloidal minerals (bran, germ, whole sugar). 

Where do you think the deception of salt and heart 
attacks began? A great friend, now deceased, had 
heart challenges when I met him, and he would go 
on extensively about the need for pure natural salt in 
our diet. Then I read "Your body's many cries for 
water".  Now many years  later,  I find that  in  the 
end,  the  problem is  the  parasites  in  our  body.  It 
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doesn't matter what we call the problem, the cause 
is parasites. And parasites don't like salt. I don't 
remember who said those simple words on Patrick 
Timpone's radio show. Perhaps, Dr. Sutter, or Dr. 
Sircus, perhaps Clif.

The  destruction  of  our  oceans  not  only  reduces 
Terra's food supply, her health, the life on earth, it 
reduces  our  potential  for  naturally  harvested  sea 
salt  and sea vegetables (weeds).  There goes our 
iodine and magnesium and almost one hundred other 
trace minerals.  

Whether it is darkness, or death, decay, destruction 
who orchestrate this attack on Terra, The People 
and  their  health,  or  all  the  unrighteous  -  unholy 
factions, we know the three d's plan on the demise of 
The People because we have been "contaminated" 
by darkness. Not to mention the energy Source they 
gain by turning our Sun into a red giant. I say we 
are  coming  to  a  new regard  for  Truth.  We The 
People,  deserve a planet  free of  all  unrighteous - 
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unholy presence. We were deceived, but that is not 
"grounds" for termination of Terra and her People. 
When  the  People  receive  the  nourishment  of  the 
Solar Wind in its fullness and vitalness once again, 
they will be able to revive their Spiritual Faculties of 
Reason and Truth.

Eat  your  natural,  unprocessed  salt.  Get  the 
parasites out of your body. Become returned to your 
Divine Inheritance, Heritage, and Birthright. Align 
your Self with The Father's Desire for all Goodness 
to be yours. Oh, yes, of course, this is all for fun and 
education, etc.

On a SunShiny day full  of pure rain, crystal blue 
skies, pure air and Love as Self !
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OCTOBER 4, 2010

a new day coming
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The bleak fear mongering headlines seem to persist 
day after day. Where do we look for "a new day"? 
Perhaps the only place is within. Perhaps the only 
place is  to  The Father.  To begin  this  day anew, 
looking to the world is impossible.

Perhaps it  is  time to  develop  a Plan of  our  own. 
Some  would  call  it  ritual,  some  would  call  it 
ceremonial, some would call it fruitless. However, I 
believe fruitless is untrue. Let's just call it a Plan of 
our own. 

Where does our Plan begin? The Father has said it 
begins  with  our  First  Breath  on  awakening.  With 
this  breath  we  choose  The  Father  Way.  Or  you 
could say, The Divine Plan for our Life.

Part Two tomorrow.

On  a  SunShiny  day  full  of  Love  and  Joy  and 
Peace!
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OCTOBER 5, 2010

step two

There could be some debate as to whether step two 
is  going  to  the  bathroom.  We'll  exclude  this  first 
thing in the morning necessity.

After taking your first breath and choosing a day In 
The Father Way, whether you are walking, sitting, 
standing,  or  laying,  begin  to  think  of  and  feel the 
Feelings of your Divine Expression. These would be 
such  things  as  LOVE,  JOY,  PEACE, 
THANKFULLNESS, and so forth. 

Actually  feeling  these  attributes  of  your  Divine 
Nature makes them more active in your day. Feeling 
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the  TRUTH  of  your  Self  upon  awaking,  makes 
possible greater and greater experience of your Self 
throughout your day. Remember to look for -- feel 
these, as Divine Attributes of Self -- anything less is 
reinforcing what you are not. As you focus on the 
Truth  of  who  you  are,  anything  less  fades  into 
NON.

On a SunShiny Day of Truth and Love, with pure 
skies, pure air, and pure rain !

Part three tomorrow.
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OCTOBER 6, 2010

part three
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We have chosen with first breath.  We have found 
our feelings. Now we pray / talk to Father Which 
Is In Heaven. 

We express our Desire for this rising day. Perhaps 
we Desire to see things a "different way". Perhaps 
we Desire to Know our Self. Perhaps we Desire to 
Know The Father. We may choose what we Desire 
from many things on any given day. This, of course, 
is not the time to talk to Father about worldly needs, 
such as cars, or bills, or houses.

Choose The Father Way, Feel who we are, Pray 
as we begin each day.

On a  SunShiny  day of  pure  air,  pure  rain,  pure 
skies !

Part four tomorrow.
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OCTOBER 7, 2010

part four

As  we  progress  toward  SunRise,  we  keep  our 
focus on our Desire, our feelings of Self, and The 
Father.  This  can  be  difficult  to  do  when  the  day 
would seem to press in on your attention. However, 
as  you  shower,  prepare  breakfast,  and  the  other 
needs  of  starting  your  day,  at  every  moment  of 
awareness  you  can,  bring  your  thoughts  back  to 
That Which Is Divine. If you have children, share 
with  them in  a  fashion  that  begins  their  day  with 
thoughts of The Father.

SunRise, then is the fourth point of attention to begin 
your day. The Father has said, the day begins at 
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SunRise. The exact moment of the Sun breaking the 
horizon is not at issue here. This could be when you 
can first see the Sun in your location. This is when 
you stop and pray to Father Which Is In Heaven 
for your day. You might pray that you not play. You 
might pray to see things a different way, which is in 
All Righteous and Holy Way. You might pray to be 
inspired to All Right Action in the Divine Plan for 
your life / day.

This process of focus on what is Divine in your Life 
helps discipline your mind. It focuses your Mind on 
Truth. It sets the "tone" for your day.

On a SunShiny day of pure air,  pure skies,  pure 
rain !
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OCTOBER 8, 2010

after thought

We covered the four aspects of focus in starting our 
day. There is one thing I would like to elaborate. 
When we tell all unrighteous - unholy energies we 
don't play, it must be restated each and every day. 
In  particular  to  those  energies  attempting  to 
"attach" to us and to those around us. If there is 
anyone, at home, at the office, friend, foe, that you 
Know allows the unrighteous - unholy to use them, 
you must daily affirm to them you do not play. This is 
not to say you walk up to that person and recite your 
affirmation,  which  was  given  by  The  Father. 
However, it might be to say, that you do mention in 
conversation you don't play.
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This  is  similar  to  the  need  to  re-visualize  your 
protection  circle  of  SparklingGoldenSilverWhite 
Light each night before bed and at the start of each 
day.

Yes,  there  will  come  a  time  such  "work"  is  not 
necessary because you walk in the Truth of who you 
are. But until then, what better use of your thoughts? 
Certainly better than what the unrighteous - unholy 
would project / signal your mind to. Someone will be 
deciding  what  you fill  your  mind with.  Better  that 
someone is you.

On a SunShiny day of Love, Peace, and Joy, pure 
air, pure skies, and pure rain !
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OCTOBER 9, 2010

circles, bubbles and light
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We  have  touched  on  the  inclination  of  the 
unrighteous - unholy to refrain from entering a circle. 
This  explains  the  use  of  circles  in  traditional 
cultures. In modern meta-physics the circle is used 
for protection, also. Many different applications are 
used around the earth with great success.

Some cultures have spoken of a "pearl" of energy 
that expands with and moves with the body. It is 
rather like a translucent bubble of energy of gently 
swirling  color  such  as  the  blue  or  pink  within  the 
creamy pearl color. It is considered to be a "fire" 
color within the base color of the pearl (and opals). 
This "pearl" of energy is like a bubble, however, our 
image  of  a  fragile  soap  bubble  is  not  applicable 
here.  This  is  an  energy  bubble  developed  in 
disciplines, such as Tai Chi Players develop.

Encircling a space with GoldenSilverWhiteLight of 
Divine origin is a traditional practice handed down 
over thousands of years. Once it was unnecessary 
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to  reinforce  the  presence  of  The  Father's  Grace 
and  Protection  with  such  visualization,  but  as  the 
unrighteous - unholy deception spread like Corexit, 
undetected  yet  contaminating  vast  areas,  more 
active  measures  had  to  be  taken  to  keep  their 
contamination out.

It  is  possible  to  see  a  safe  space  circled  in  the 
GoldenSilverWhiteLight by visualizing the Light all 
at once surrounding the room, Person, property. It 
is also possible, with practice, to begin with a small 
dot  of  Light  in  the space and see it  expand to  a 
large circular shape, thereby insuring that the space 
was protected from the center out.

This  is  a  topic  of  ancient  origin  covered in  many 
spiritual  writings  and  teachings.  As  always,  use 
discernment.  Express  your  Desire  for  Truth  and 
remember to "not play".

On a SunShiny Day of Truth and Love, with pure 
air, pure rain, pure breeze !
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OCTOBER 10, 2010

selfsacrifice or greed ?
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I was recently thinking of a few people we have met 
over the years. They were self-sacrificing meager 
people. Until  they were presented with Truth from 
The Father that could be turned to the purposes of 
greed.  To  see  an  instantaneous  transformation  of 
this  magnitude  is  very  frightening  if  one  is  not 
centered with The Father.

We  never  explored  what  unrighteous  -  unholy 
energy  could  cause  this  dramatic  shift  in  people. 
Perhaps the two mistaken positions of self-sacrifice 
and greed are intimately related. 

The  point  is:  neither  self-sacrifice  nor  greed  are 
Divine expression. Both are false. That Which Is 
Divine is intended to be utilized for the Divine Plan in 
a  Person's  Life.  And  in  fact,  in  a  Right  and 
Proper  /  Righteous  and  Holy  way,  increase  will 
follow. No one else came here to do what is yours to 
do. Therefore, what is given to you is intended to be 
utilized by you for that purpose.
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When it is appropriate for you to share or "tithe" to 
someone who is focused in The Father Way, Father 
will let you know. It is by His selection and direction 
you will be properly guided.

Go to The Father in prayer, and Desire instruction 
in the Divine Plan for you. Then seek instruction in 
how you implement that Plan each and every day.  

My  photography  instructor,  Mike  Bowman,  once 
told  our  class,  he  does  something  every  day  to 
further his photography, even if  it  is  to sweep the 
darkroom floor. Few people have such dedication to 
a purpose in their life. Just think how much our Life 
could progress if we had such focus on the Divine 
Plan for us.

On a SunShiny day filled with pure air, pure rain, 
pure skies, Truth, Love and Joy !
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OCTOBER 11, 2010

the science of deception
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Martin  and I recently  watched the movie of  Dan 
Brown's second book. Independently we each drew 
the conclusion it  was a big promo for Cern. They 
told us how benign it is, and how it should continue 
so  as  to  "save  the  world".  They  also  created  a 
benign "mini-universe" above the Vatican.

Of course the painting / image of "god" was blown 
apart and replaced with science's "god particle(s)". 
The  battle  waged  between  science  and  Faith. 
Interestingly, faith was the "bad guy" and science 
the "good guy". 

There is a True science, which The Father would 
share with us. There is a deception called science 
that  leads  to  the  continual  destruction  of  The 
People.

science,  as  portrayed  to  The  People,  has  as  a 
foundation  a  false  numbering  system.  The  Father 
has said 0 and 9 are not real numbers. When 0 or 9 
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are added to a number 1 - 8 the reduced number is 
always the number itself. This is adding nothing to 
something.  How can science  be  based  on  such  a 
concept? Perhaps the reason so many numbers have 
infinitely unresolved answers is that they are a false 
accounting. 

The concept of  a numbering system of base 8, or 
octal  system  using  the  numbers  1-8,  is  readily 
available,  however,  how this  system is  used to do 
math  is  completely  unavailable  except  through 
conical counting. Is conical counting something you 
can identify with? Me neither.

The  day  is  near  in  which  The  Father  will  finally 
make available in understandable "format" how this 
is used and what manner of notation is needed. Until 
then, a Desire for Truth is Known to prevail.
On a SunShiny day of Purity !
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OCTOBER 12, 2010

Fall falls upon the Midwest

Fall  harvest  time  is  here.  The  nuts  will  fall  (pun 
intended)  and  with  first  frost  the  persimmons  will 
sweeten. Wild foraging is abundant this time of year 
in the Midwest. There are of course, still apples at 
the orchards and pumpkins are ready. Fall squash 
makes Soul nourishing soup for winter.

It's time to put cold frames in place and get the row 
covers ready. That is of course, if you still use the 
antiquated farming practice of row planting. A trip 
to the vineyard might yield "red vine leaf" for your 
herbal  supplies.  You might  have  noticed  the  color 
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has faded from last year's harvest, indicating a need 
for renewal.

Spring bulb planting time is rapidly diminishing. The 
flowers  that  are  earliest  blooming  are  truly 
appreciated after  winter,  which always seems too 
long.

Soon  the  leaves  on  the  trees  will  turn  and  bring 
bumper to bumper traffic on the highway. Still, a day 
trip can be a big adventure in tight economic times. 
Whether  to  farm,  vineyard,  or  orchard  fall 
abundance calls. I look forward to the big fire place 
which warms the rustic room at the orchard and the 
sweet smell of apples and cider.

On a SunShiny day of pure air,  pure skies,  pure 
breeze !
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OCTOBER 13, 2010

more than met the eye
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You may have  wondered  how I could  talk  about 
beautiful fall events and day trips when you look at 
the  news  headlines.  The  less  stressed  aspect  of 
yesterday's post was food preparation.  

Do you know how to  handle  black walnuts  if  you 
were to  gather  them as they fell?  Throughout  the 
Midwest black walnuts are to be found abundantly, 
even along the roadsides. The green hulls (used in 
Hulda  Clark's  original  formula)  will  turn  brown 
(dried, these hulls provide a dye) which if left on the 
nut shells can be washed away with a garden hose, 
once rotted.  The nuts -- dried -- are hard to shell.  
A vice or hammer will  work, however. With black 
walnuts  you  usually  get  only  pieces.  But,  very 
flavorful pieces, I might add.  

Have you ever had persimmon pudding? With native 
American fruit? My grandmother had a simple, but 
great recipe, which topped with whipped cream was 
heaven.
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If  you  don't  grow  red  leaved  grapes,  have  you 
asked at a local vineyard to pick leaves. Since it is 
after  the  grape  harvest  and  the  leaves  are 
considered garden  waste,  they  usually  don't  care 
and won't charge. How many people this side of the 
ocean even know what to use red vine leaves for?

What about drying apple slices from your trip to the 
orchard?  (Or  your  back  yard,  a  deserted 
homestead, a friend's yard who can't  be bothered 
with picking them up.) What about fruit leather? Oh, 
you can pick up a box of a few individually wrapped 
strips at the store for only a few dollars? Well, have 
you ever tasted the difference? What about apples 
that are keepers? How nice is a truly tree ripened 
fruit in January?

Get out into the healing atmosphere of nature where, 
at least in the Midwest, fall is a time of bounty, often 
freely given by the earth. Can you receive?
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On  a  SunShiny  day  of  crisp  air,  turquoise  blue 
skies, and brightly colored leaves on the fall breeze !
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OCTOBER 15, 2010

Truth or Joy ?

Have you ever  prayed for  Divine Guidance,  even 
when you are hoping to be told what you want to 
hear? Knowing you might do what you want, even 
when answered with something different? Where do 
you think  your  desire  comes from when it  doesn't 
correspond  to  Divine  Direction?  Do  you  even 
remember  you  made  the  decision  to  follow  your 
desire when you are moaning, groaning, even crying 
about the results and wondering why The Father let 
this happen?

Discerning  the  difference  between  "desire  born  of 
deception" and "Desire born of Truth" will  end the 
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cycle of sorrow, when one chooses "Desire born of 
Truth". "desire born of deception" will always end in 
sorrow,  because  that  is  its  goal.  "Desire  born  of 
Truth"  will  end in  Joy because  that  is  the  Divine 
Way.

Somehow the deception twisted Truth into the false 
belief  "we know best"  what will  bring us Joy. We 
falsely believe deception's desire is where our Joy 
is.  Martin  simply  stated  the  solution  to  this 
deception:

Ask: is the desire born of deception or is the Desire 
born of Truth?

Then you must decide whether you choose Truth or 
deception. Where do you believe your Joy is?

On a SunShiny day of Truth and Joy under blue 
skies, with clear air and a balmy breeze !
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OCTOBER 16, 2010

Create !

We've  often  touched on  the  importance  of  ending 
sorrow. A while ago Father explained that the "one 
world  leader"  would  cause  three  events  of  huge 
sorrow and building on these three events assume 
control as "savior". When we engage in sorrow we 
are feeding what we wish to end.  

Seeing a new way in Truth and envisioning an earth 
with  nothing  "other"  than  Truth  is  of  utmost 
importance. There are a few people speaking of the 
need  for  speaking  and  seeing  the  earth  into  new 
"terms" as was called "Heaven on Earth". We must 
see an earth as The Father sees it.  
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How do we do this? Pray for Truth and seeing a 
different  way  --  the  Way  of  The  Father.  Ask 
yourself  how  would  it  be  different?  Not  the 
stereotypes created to support the deception, but in 
a new Way. Be a creator in The Father Way.

On a seven day of  creative Joy.  With SunShine, 
pure air, pure skies, and a pure breeze !
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OCTOBER 17, 2010

check it out !
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Martin's blog 1 for today is one I highly recommend. 
It  is  extremely eloquent  and well  researched.  He 
went back to our records of what Father has said 
and looked at secular views on his topic. Most of this 
day was utilized in creating a beautiful blog entry.

On a SunShiny day of Peace and Joy, crystal blue 
skies, pure air and pure rain, with lots of Faith !

1http://bluestarway.com/bluestarblog/index.php?post/2010/10/17/Father,-Father-Christmas,-and-
Mystical-and-Magical
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OCTOBER 18, 2010

With Martin’s permission:

Father, Father Christmas, and Mystical and Magical

Sunday, October 17 2010
By Martin – 

Recently, Father explained to us how it is that we 
loose our  Knowing of  Him.  This  is  specific  to  the 
western  cultures  who  believe  in  Christmas  and 
Santa  Claus.  We  have  no  idea  what  kind  of 
deception  is  used  in  other  cultures  to  end  their 
Knowledge of the Father. 

What you say? You do believe in the Father or God? 
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I used to think so too, that is until Father showed me 
different. So brace yourself for this ride. 

I  have  spoken  about  the  Mystical  and  Magical 
aspects of  Creation and of Life.  As children,  this 
Knowledge of the Mystical and Magical is inherent 
and quite active,  even though it  is  disregarded by 
adults as plain “child fantasies”. In a way, it can be 
said that there is, so to speak, a “Circuitry” in our 
physical  expression that  allows us to  perceive the 
Mystical and Magical aspects of Creation and that 
allows us to Know and Commune with Father Which 
Is in Heaven. 

You may have heard people or scientists talk about 
humans being “wired” to believe in God. In reality, it 
is  not  that  we are “wired” to  believe in God as if 
someone just implanted some kind of program in us 
to make us believe in the Father whether He is real 
or not and thus cause some kind of mass delusion of 
the human race. Instead, it would be more accurate 
to say, that we have been Created in such a way 
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that allows us to perceive Creator and the Truth of 
Creation.  You cannot  know Love unless you have 
the means to be that Love. In the same way, you 
cannot Know Father unless you have the means to 
Experience  and  Know the  Father.  Or  in  a  more 
mundane  example,  you  cannot  taste  food  without 
taste buds. The taste buds are not in your body to 
deceive  you  into  thinking  that  what  you  eat  has 
flavor, but rather to allow you to taste the flavors of 
the food you eat. 

In  other  words,  this  Mystical  and  Magical 
“Circuitry” is not there to deceive us into believing in 
something that does not exist, but rather to allow us 
to experience what does Exist and is Real. Without 
it we can’t Know Creation just as without taste buds 
we can’t know flavor. The problem does not arise 
from having this  Mystical  and Magical  “Circuitry” 
but from the tampering the unrighteous - unholy have 
done to it. 

Let’s follow the story of a little boy. 
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As a child, this little boy’s capacity to experience 
the Mystical and Magical was active and present to 
various extends, probably depending on how much 
his  brain  was  affected  by  all  the  vaccinations  he 
received  at  birth  and  the  type  of  nourishment  his 
mother received during his gestation. This little boy 
didn’t just believe in the Mystical and Magical, but 
Knew  it  to  be  True.  He  knew  the  Mystical  and 
Magical  because  he  could  sense  and  experience 
Father’s Presence and he could see such things as 
fairies  and  guardian  angels.  This  little  boy  also 
knew something else was going on because he could 
see strange beings hiding in his house or attached to 
people. 

During this time when this little boy Knew of these 
things, he was introduced to the story of Christmas 
and Santa Claus. The story of a fat guy in a red 
dress that could see everything the boy did and that 
would bring presents at the end of the year if the boy 
behaved. A guy that could fly in a sleigh pulled by 
reindeers and place his presents under the tree after 
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sliding down a chimney. A time of the year when 
candles would be lit and lights would be placed in 
houses  and  trees,  turning  everyday  life  into  a 
magical scene. 

To this little boy’s innocent perception, this kind of 
story with the lights, presents, ornaments, and glitter 
fit  right in with some of his Mystical  and Magical 
Experience of Life. Therefore, this whole illusion of 
Santa  Claus  became  entangled  with  his  Mystical 
and Magical “Circuitry”. In other words, the belief 
in the illusion portrayed by his parents and society at 
large  became  enmeshed  with  his  Mystical  and 
Magical  “Circuitry”.  Watching  Santa  movies, 
sending  letters  to  Santa,  visiting  Santa  in  a  mall, 
and receiving presents portrayed to be from Santa, 
helped  to  further  blur  the  differentiation  between 
illusion and reality. 

You must remember that at that young age, this little 
boy was still in touch with the Father and thus had 
an  innate  knowledge  of  the  benign  nature  of 
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Creation.  He  was  not  able  to  understand  or 
conceive that anyone, much less his parents, would 
deceive him in such an elaborate way. 

So his little life goes on until the day arrives… the 
day in which he is told or finally accepts that Santa 
Claus is fake. The day in which he realizes that he 
has been deceived by his parents and everyone else 
who participated in this sham. 

This is a very shocking experience to this little boy. 
He feels great sorrow and pain and in his sorrow 
and pain makes the choice to stop believing in Santa 
Claus and in deception. There is a problem tough 
this little child is not aware of. First, the illusion of 
Santa  Claus  has  become  enmeshed  with  the 
Mystical  and  Magical  “Circuitry”,  and  second, 
because  this  child  does  not  have  his  Spiritual 
Discernment  sufficiently  developed,  he  can’t 
recognize  this.  Thus,  instead  of  just  removing  the 
deception  of  Santa  Claus  from  his  Mystical  and 
Magical  “Circuitry”  and  retaining  Truth,  this  little 
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boy ends his belief in the deception by shutting down 
the  “Circuit”  all  together.  Suddenly  everything  he 
Knew  to  be  Real  becomes  a  deception:  Father 
Which Is in Heaven, fairies, guardian angels, the 
intangible, his Soul. In his little mind, if Santa was a 
deception,  then  everything  else  must  be  too.  His 
parents were right when they would tell him that he 
was just fantasizing about things and should give it 
all up to become a grown up. 

Everything this little boy Knew to be Truth has now 
been  turned  into  a  deception.  The  door  to  the 
Mystical  and  Magical  has  been  shut.  He  can  no 
longer  experience  his  Soul,  he  no  longer 
experiences the Father, he no longer see fairies and 
guardian angels, and even if he did, he now knows 
better  than  to  believe  in  the  deception  or  in  the 
fantasy of his mind. 

In a way, it is possible to say, that this little boy died 
that  day  he  shut  down his  Mystical  and  Magical 
“Circuit”. From now on, Life no longer has inherent 
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meaning or value. He no longer Knows Truth. He 
becomes  the  “great  pretender”,  pretending  all  is 
well.  Pretending  he  has  no  pain  and  sorrow  for 
having lost the Mystical and Magical Experience of 
Life. 

From here on this boy usually has two choices: to 
become a believer or non believer. 

For believers, the desire for something “greater” or 
the Mystical and Magical is still alive even though 
it is no longer considered to be Real. This desire 
is no longer based on Truth, but rather fueled by 
parents  and  preachers  who  purvey  the 
restrictive  /  constrictive  “realm  of  god”  which 
incorporates  the  deception  of  Santa  Claus  and 
oddly  enough  Disneyland,  yet  denies  and 
condemns the Reality of a Mystical and Magical 
Life. This desire is also fueled through books and 
movies.  Yet  in  their  Hearts,  believers  know that 
these  words,  books,  and  movies  come  from  the 
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very  same  system  used  to  deceive  them  into 
believing in Santa Claus. Thus, believers go about 
their lives pretending that what they are told, and 
what they read, and what they watch about the 
“intangible” and the “realm of god” is True, even 
though  they  know  it  is  all  a  deception  (a 
knowledge which by the way is accurate). Those 
few  believers  who  are  not  satiated  by  the 
restrictive view of religion and still hold some hope 
of a Mystical and Magical Life, easily fall prey to 
the dark / distorted expression called majik which 
is,  of  course,  a  false  depiction  of  Truth  and 
Creation.

Non-believers  are  those  who  gave  up  even  the 
hope  for  something  “greater”  to  exist.  For  them 
nothing is real unless it can be touched, smelled, 
heard,  or  measured  with  technology  or  the 
physical body. They go around pretending nothing 
intangible is Real and that there is no such thing 
as Creator. They can see how believers are being 
deceived  by  religious  babble,  yet  do  not  realize 
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that  they  themselves  have  been  deceived  and 
disconnected from Reality the day they shut down 
their Mystical and Magical “Circuitry”. 

As  you  probably  know,  this  is  indeed  a  very 
traumatic  event  for  this  boy.  It  is  an  event  that 
seriously  affects  the  rest  of  his  live  for  he  knows 
himself  to  be  a  pretender.  Life  no  longer  has 
meaning and in his despair he will one day do unto 
his children that which was done unto him. 

Father has explained to us that from this damaged 
perception this individual would not longer be able to 
Experience and Trust the Mystical and Magical of 
Life and therefore Father. 

This is where I was before this understanding from 
Father.  Yes,  I  would  seek  the  Father  and  yes, 
Linda  and  I  would  talk  to  Him  and  record  His 
Conveyances, yet in my Heart, I could not believe in 
the Reality  of  the Father.  For me,  deception was 
real  and Father was fake,  just  like Santa.  I had 
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more faith in the world than in the Father. Father 
has explained that even if He had manifested right 
before  my  eyes,  I  would  have  still  doubted  the 
veracity of  what I saw and just  think that  I had 
imagined the event. 

It wasn’t until Father explained this and helped us 
understand the need to  Discern and separate the 
deception  of  Santa  Claus  from  the  Mystical  and 
Magical “Circuitry” that I was able to correct my 
mistake.  I  tossed  the  deception  and  made  the 
choice to  restore  the function  of  my Mystical  and 
Magical “Circuitry”. Now, I could begin once again 
to Know the Reality of the Father and the Mystical 
and Magical Life. I did not receive full restoration 
overnight  but  certainly  things  are  changing.  In  a 
way  you  could  say  my  resuscitation  is  taking  a 
while… 

Thus, to answer Virginia’s question in Truth is: 
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No Virginia, there is NO Santa Claus, but a man 
who is known as Father Christmas did walk upon 
the Earth. His name was Saint Nicholas and Father 
explained  to  us  that  this  man  sought  to  keep  the 
Knowledge  of  the  Father  alive  by  giving  People 
presents that met their need for Abundance, just as 
the Father does to all who look unto Him. 2

Yes, the Mystical and Magical is True and Real. 

2 After over 1600 years of stories and changes, the Truth of St. Nicholas actions seem to have been 
pretty must lost. Without Father we would have never known what gave rise to this man’s actions.
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OCTOBER 19, 2010

with Joy and a LightHeart
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What is the difficulty in receiving what The Father 
can do for us? Often it is simply to hold Faith until it 
is  so  --  with  Joy and a  LightHeart --  that  is,  to 
Know it is SO.

Failure  of  The  Father  is  not  the  problem.  The 
problem is often an, "Oh yah, well show me" attitude. 
It is not for The Father to "prove" Himself, it is for 
us to remind ourself, with Joy and a LightHeart, it is 
SO.

Go  about  your  day  expecting  the  Blessings  The 
Father will bestow. 

On a SunShiny day of CrystalTurquoiseBlue skies, 
pure air, pure rain, and a balmy breeze !
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OCTOBER 20, 2010

stop the slide (and get off)

"I always told myself no matter the circumstances, 
I  would  hold  fast  to  Truth,  pray,  contemplate, 
meditate. I blindly persisted in this until I came to 
the  moment  of  realization  that  I  was  waiting  for 
ideal  --  Soul  nourishing  circumstances.  I  was 
sinking into "oblivion" with no effort to stop the slide."  

What  does  a  Person  do  when  difficulties  arise? 
When food is difficult to come by, when there may be 
no heat at any moment, when darkness closes in?  

Remember  Joy.  When  did  you  stop  feeling  Joy? 
When  did  you  become  "justified"  in  depression, 
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degradation,  deprivation?  How  did  you  feel  once 
upon a time when you were still you?
 
The People cannot wait  for  circumstances to "get 
better". We must find our Joy now. We must be Joy 
NOW. It is only in Joy and a LightHeart we may 
come  to  Know The  Father  Way.  It  is  of  utmost 
importance to begin NOW -- Today -- Right where 
we are. Do what you can to bring your environment 
into alignment with your Desire for Joy. If you can 
do  nothing,  remember  it's  OK,  because  it  is  an 
internal process. Joy comes from within. 

On a SunShiny day of balmy breeze, pure air, and 
pure rain !
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OCTOBER 21, 2010

Strength in Truth

Do you remember, some posts back, us touching on 
having a "holey foundation"? That is,  a foundation 
full  of  holes  How is  your  foundation  restructuring 
progressing?  Are  those  parasites  pouring  out  of 
your  foundation?  Are  you  filling  the  spaces  with 
Truth?
 
Is your foundation what you build upon? Or is your 
foundation  the  road,  path,  way  upon  which  you 
progress? Can your foundation be both?
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What  is  important  is  recognizing  the  infestation, 
clearing  out  their  presence  and  re-turning  the 
damaged spaces to Strength in Truth.

To  do  this  it  is  necessary  to  recognize  any 
personification  of  unrighteous  -  unholy  presence 
(parasitic  presence)  and  choose  to  end  any 
attachment  to their presence. When one holds onto 
the personification of parasite presence because of 
biological or emotional  attachment, the degradation 
of  their  foundation  continues.  Casting  out  the 
attachment  to  these personifications  might  not  end 
your  contact  with  them,  but  the  end  of  the 
attachment ends their destruction of your foundation. 
You might then say, those parasites are no longer 
attached to you.

May you find your Strength in Truth this day !

On a SunShiny day of The Father way, in purity of 
sky, air, rain !
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OCTOBER 24, 2010

Truth HAPPENS !

I  was  looking  out  the  window  at  the  scum  and 
realized I had not posted for several days. Yes, it 
does matter when we hold Faith for the Father Way. 
In the Father Way there is no scum in our skies. No 
poison to breathe. No thick darkness of depression.

Have you thought about what skies of  natural  rain 
clouds look like, since my post about the difference? 
Are you old enough to remember them? They do still 
happen,  but  the  youthful  don't  recognize  the 
difference. In skies with natural rain clouds there is 
still Light. There is sculpture, form, movement. 
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It has been amazing to see old photos and movies, 
even television shows that have recorded how long 
they have been spraying the sky. 

It is time to pray to Father and Universal Law that 
we never consented to the poison and devastation 
they spew into our skies, by the tons. Ask and Know 
it is so: the end of this deception is ours Now.  

See, in Faith the Blue skies, puffy clouds, pure air, 
pure rain that nourishes The People and The Earth. 
The same as "cloud busting" happens, seeing Truth 
HAPPENS !

On  a  SunShiny  day  of  Pure  Divine  Design,  in 
Truth !
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OCTOBER 25, 2010

Seven in the Divine Way

What's your creative project today?  

Here it is, another seven day, by secular counting 
with the Gregorian calendar (?). The Sun is rising 
later and later and just the day before Clif's tipping 
point 3, we'll engage another deception of changing 
the time. 

I  took  a  look  at  the  Solstice  period  for  this 
December,  where I live.  A projected 10 days of 
equal  length  which  unequally  surround  the 
traditional Winter Solstice day. 

3 http://halfpasthuman.com/
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We call  these  the  "Pause days"  because daylight 
seems to pause,  getting neither longer nor shorter 
while  the  earth  makes its  turn  for  the  re-turn  trip 
back around the Sun.

Father  has  outlined  4 this  process,  in  which  The 
Earth never passes in front of, or on the front side 
of. the Sun. I keep seeing references on the internet 
that lead me to believe they are preparing to tell us 
this "revolutionary" news. But we're still waiting.

I would still like to know, who makes the projection 
of  Solar  and  Lunar  times?  Who  is  checking  the 
accuracy?  Are  you?  Is  Real  Goods  5 still 
measuring Solar noon on their showroom floor?  

On a SunShiny day of creative energy, crystal blue 
skies, pure air, pure rain, and a balmy breeze !

4 http://bluestarway.com/bswpublishing/books_scifi.html
5 http://www.realgoods.com/
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OCTOBER 26, 2010

Weather In The Father Way
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Interesting weather today. An unadvertised "front" 
passed  by  here.  It  was  "announced"  as  it  was 
passing through. The radio said it was "pitch black" 
in the west. A sure sign, in my experience, of "un-
natural" origins of the weather. Weather formed by 
nature is not "black" and aggressive.  

What  was  really  interesting  is  that  the  projected 
path for the "front" was about 100 yards to the west 
of  this  space.  Yet  --  the  only  signs  here  of  this 
aggressive "front" were a few distant rumbles. Other 
than this, it passed peacefully by.

This is Faith in The Father. 

The skies then returned to brilliant blue, with pure 
air. Observations, I just make observations in this 
blog.

On a  SunShiny  day of  Pure  Faith  in  the  Father 
Way !
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OCTOBER 27, 2010

a corner on Luminescence
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The SunLight just came into the room in a brilliant 
burst. Suddenly I felt like writing today's blog. It is 
amazing how things can change in just a moment. 
When things change so abruptly for an amazingly 
good  feeling,  it  is  Wonder-full.  The  whole  space 
suddenly filled with SunShine in a way I've never 
seen before.

If  we  met  every  day  with  such  expectation  for 
wonder-full surprises from The Father -- surprises 
of  abundance,  Light,  nourishment,  full-fill-ment  -- 
Life would become as He intends it to be for us.

His  Radiance  certainly  shines  this  day.  It  has  a 
luminescence I've never experienced before.

On a SunShiny day of pure air, pure rain, a pure 
balmy breeze, and Luminescent Light !
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OCTOBER 28, 2010

whose goals first ?

I had  a  goal  recently  of  stressing  the  brief  time 
necessary for awesome changes to take place. Most 
often a Person's mind would place a value judgment 
of this being due to unpleasant events. However, that 
was not my focus. Rather it was, how a wonderful 
event can come into expression and totally change 
your perspective in Life.

As always is (hopefully) the case, my prayer to be 
Divinely Guided took precedence over my intent for 
that day's blog. Then comes today and once again 
my thoughts turned to how quickly Life can change. 
What one believed to be Truth yesterday, may be 
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refined  into  a  Greater  Truth  today,  when  The 
Father speaks.  

Truth is a gradual progression out of deception into 
That  Which  Is  Universal  Truth.  Perhaps  my 
vocabulary,  perhaps  my  constructs,  perhaps  my 
education  --  many  things  may  have  limited  my 
capacity to "see" in a new and different way. As I 
ask and give Thanks to The Father for progression 
of  my  capacity  to  understand  Truth,  I  must  end 
attachment to the "familiar" and any "Linda knows 
best" energy that would derail me.

So I continue to receive refinement of my perception 
by The Father and continue to ask that this blog be 
guided by His Wisdom.

On my part, it is observation, just observation.

On a SunShiny day of pure skies,  pure air,  pure 
rain and balmy breeze !
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OCTOBER 29, 2010

turn the treats
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The  biggest  candy  sale  holiday  is  upon  us. 
Remember that this "holiday" was intended to  cast 
out all unrighteous - unholy energies. Somehow ! ? it 
has  turned into  a  celebration  of  the  unrighteous  - 
unholy. And . . . there has been an increasing trend 
to  combine  /  confuse  it  with  "christmas".  Not  the 
celebration of the birth of an advanced model of The 
People (or is it original model ? ), but the celebration 
of mercantile.

Changing the energy of this weekend is a matter of 
individual choice. Turn porch lights out and give out 
no candy. No "costumes", no parties. 

Making a focused choice to put extra attention to 
The Father and The Father Way will  yield extra 
benefits.  Ask The Father for Truth regarding this 
weekend.  See  what  an  Earth  of  only  Divine 
Expression -- Living in Universal Truth -- would be. 
Buy your family a couple of bags of non-halloween 
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candy, if you enjoy candy. Perhaps carmel apples 
or cider.

Last  year  I  enjoyed  a  "blue"  pumpkin  from  the 
vineyard.  It  was  the  smoothest,  best  tasting 
pumpkin /  squash I have ever tasted. I have no 
idea what it  was named or  where the seed came 
from. It is worth looking into for your next garden. 
Eating a pumpkin is much more important for health 
and happiness than false image carving. Remember 
to look into the roasting of the pumpkin seeds. Some 
need hulling,  some don't.  Soup,  pie,  bread,  cake, 
cookies, are all possible from one pumpkin.

Look to a great harvest weekend and stocking your 
pantry.  Use  your  resources  for  long  storing 
pumpkin,  squash,  apples,  fall  vegetables  such  as 
brussels  sprouts,  greens,  beets,  lettuce,  nut 
harvesting, and persimmons.
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Prepare for the Thanksgiving table as you look to 
The  Father  for  revealing  your  Thanks-giving 
ceremony.

On  a  SunShiny  day  of  Truth  and  Love,  under 
TurquoiseBlue skies,  pure air,  balmy breeze,  and 
pure rain !
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OCTOBER 31, 2010

A Divinely Purposed Day

An interesting feature of the "gregorian" calendar is 
that we will go from a "4" day to a "1" day tomorrow. 
When  The  People  use  a  "Rhythms"  calendar  of 
Father's design this doesn't happen.

The  Father's  Rhythms  Calendar  is  undergoing 
refinement. I wonder if, after "Point of Departure" 
we  will  even  use  calendars.  When  every  day  is 
beautiful,  with only a few hours of twilight, will  we 
even need a calendar?

It feels as though the day is different when One is 
not living by the calendar. As an organizational tool, 
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there  is  that  little  "I  miss  my  calendar"  energy, 
though.

Is  there  a  Divine  Purpose  to  an  organizational 
calendar, rather than a "count time" calendar? This 
is a great question for asking Father.

Enjoy  your  Divinely  Purposed  day  in  the  Father 
Way !

On a SunShiny day where the blue skies sparkle 
with SunLight on pure water with pure air !
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NOVEMBER 2, 2010

On a SunShiny day !
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I  must  say,  everything  feels  peace-full  In  The 
Father Way.

On a SunShiny day of pure Solar nourishment, pure 
air, pure rain and a balmy breeze !
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NOVEMBER 3, 2010

holes
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I decided  yesterday  to  forgo  commenting  on  the 
new "hole"  in  a  German residential  neighborhood. 
But then,  Martin  said where did the dirt  go?  He 
also commented on the "explanation" for the holes.  
This  was  the  best  affirmation  of  just  how  stupid 
"they" believe We The People are.

All the fluoride, vaccinations, gmo food, don't make 
us that stupid. 

Perfectly round holes, with a conical shape down to 
another hole of cavernous appearance don't just pop 
up all  around the planet,  suddenly in a short  time 
frame.  

Do  you  suppose  their  tunnel  system  is  having  a 
failure? Do you suppose they are blasts from space? 
What do you suppose they are?

On a SunShiny day of Pure air, rain, and thoughts 
of The Father !
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NOVEMBER 4, 2010

What now?
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The Father is close to us in all we do. We simply 
have to ask and He replies.

Make Truth your priority and listen for His Voice.
On day with SunShine that came our Way !
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NOVEMBER 6, 2010

fall or spring
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How are you receiving Nature's - Father's bounty 
this day ?  

Whether it is fall or spring, there is bounty this day. 
Learn  how  and  what  to  harvest  from  someone 
knowledgeable in the traditional way.

In the SunShine of the Father Way, with pure air, 
blue skies, pure rain and a Blessed Earth !
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NOVEMBER 7, 2010

time for a checkup

How are you doing with "seeing" the Light of The 
Father's Presence with you ? 

How are you doing with His Protection surrounding 
you from all sides -- all around, up, down? 

How  are  you  doing  with  The  Father's  Power 
pervading all space ?

Your safety lay in Truth. 
Your safety lay with The Father. 
Your safety lay in Knowing your Self.
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The Gospel of Thomas said, to know the Father is 
to know your Self; to know your Self is to know the 
Father.

Do you daily Desire, in Truth, to Know your Self ?  

Do  you  daily  Desire,  in  Truth,  to  Know  The 
Father ?

Have you ended a false desire to please an-other ?  

Where are your priorities ?

May Truth find you this day !

In SunShine, pure air, pure rain, a balmy breeze, 
and an Honored Earth !
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NOVEMBER 8, 2010

free from fear, or, no holes

How are you doing with sealing the holes in your 
brain where the parasites reside ? 

How many doors  through which  they  would  enter 
are now gone from your brain ?

If only one, you are doing well.

If none, but you Desire the end of parasites in you, 
you are doing well.

Stay focused on The Father Way.
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Keep your Desire to Know your Self  first  in  your 
thoughts.

Your progress in  The Father Way provides more 
opportunity for progress.

Where there is LOVE / Rapture, there is no fear.
Desire to Know the Love you are.

On  a  SunShiny  Day  of  Peace,  Joy,  and  Love, 
under  blue  skies,  pure  air,  and  pure  rain,  on  a 
Blessed   Earth !
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NOVEMBER 10, 2010

Wait

Have you ever felt something pressing-in on you? As 
though there is something urgent you need to know 
or do?

What do you do about the emotion?

Perhaps going quietly aside and asking The Father 
to reveal what is happening to you will bring Truth 
active and present.

Such urgency is not always from The Father. It is 
possible the urgency energy is being directed at you 
by something "other". 
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What is your priority? Is it to Know The Truth in 
The Father Way? Then, most assuredly Peace and 
contemplation  with  The  Father  will  bring  your 
answer.  

In  the  midst  of  chaos  and  frenzy,  Peace  seems 
frivolous.  Action seems required. Yet,  The Father 
has  said  He  will  direct  the  time  to  act.  Until  He 
does, sit patiently on the side of the road, out of the 
frenzy, and await His Word.

Then,  no  matter  where  others  may  flee,  you  will 
Know  where  The  Father  will  take  you.  Rise  in 
Peace and He will guide you.

On a SunShiny day of balmy breeze, pure air, pure 
rain, and Peace upon the Earth !
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NOVEMBER 12 , 2010

when ?
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All in the father's time.

On a SunShiny day of Joy, pure air, pure rain and 
blue skies !
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NOVEMBER 14, 2010

microcosm

I  have  noticed  an  interesting  progression  in  the 
public  attention.  It  surrounds  a  man,  a  man who 
claims to be bald, reclusive, and insignificant. This 
person claims to be one of The People. Of course 
his "image" is one of active death.  

The current issue is "right or wrong". Perhaps the 
unrighteous  -  unholy  have  more  influence  than  he 
thinks. They have certainly been demonstrating their 
ability to interrupt internet activity.  

The other problem is perhaps, as I have mentioned, 
when working with the macrocosm, it  is difficult  to 
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believe it would reflect (or speak to) changes in the 
microcosm.  Not  every  event  affecting The People 
comes from unrighteous - unholy activity. 

The Father is very active and present, as well as 
Universal Law.

Those who deny The Father are denying themselves 
the  guidance,  protection,  and  Truth  available 
through Him.

The  Truth  The  Father  conveys  incorporates  all 
Spiritual  teachings  and  religions  in  a  fashion  to 
correct the deception.

Perhaps correcting those little parking spaces and 
looking at the microcosm would "expand" the Truth.

On a SunShiny day of Truth and Love, in Peace 
and Joy !
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NOVEMBER 16, 2010

It isn't what you see

Father has promised a clearing away of the false 
holographic image we see. 

It is like eating a muffin in the dark. It isn't what 
you  see,  it  is  what  you  make  of  it.  Cranberry, 
pineapple? What is life like, when you can see?

The shadow / scum will  be washed away and we 
will see in Clarity.

On  a  SunShiny  day  of  Clarity,  under  crystal 
turquoiseblue  skies,  pure  air,  balmy  breeze,  and 
pure rain !
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Addendum: As I was logging  off  the  internet,  I 
noticed an inaccuracy in today's post.

It was the case that a great flood covered the earth 
when the cloud cover of our planet was ruptured. It 
is  said  this  was the time the unrighteous -  unholy 
were washed away, so to speak.

Father  has  said  we will  see  the  deception  of  the 
unrighteous - unholy burnt away as the Sun burns 
away the morning mist. This imagery, to me, is very 
gentle and beautiful, yet, I recognize how effective 
this process is. As the mist fell, in the bible story, so 
it will be finally burnt away by the Father's Desire 
carried on the SolarWind, and we will once again 
walk in Heaven upon the Earth.

On a SunShiny day of Clarity !
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NOVEMBER 17, 2010

empty space
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I'm sure you've heard from the "physics  experts" 
that  the  universe  all  the  way down to  an atom is 
empty space.  

What about this? Is it Truth?  

What about the concept that something less tangible 
fills  all  space?  What  about  the  idea  in  healing 
disciplines  that  says  when  something  is  cast  out, 
something  must  be  chosen  to  replace  it,  or, 
something worse might take its place?

What do you choose to fill "your" space? Is it Truth? 
Is  it  Love?  Is  it  Joy?  Is  it  your  Divine  Self 
(expression)?

Is what fills your space, the energy of the current-
sea of Divine Presence?

On  a  SunShiny  day  of  Divine  particles  on  the 
SolarWind present in you !
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NOVEMBER 19, 2010

a different way

I was sad today as I saw the energy being placed 
on Ireland.

The first thing to do was give the sorrow to Father 
and replace it with Truth.  

Then it was possible to see things differently.

Were we to look at the current events from another 
perspective, we could see what good could come of 
all this.  "their" plan, of course, is only good for them, 
but Father could inspire our re-turn to Truth. The 
Father could inspire us to a different way. Not to 
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replace  what  does  no  good  for  The  People  with 
more  deception,  but  with  a  re-turn  to  Truth.  We 
could turn this "failure" of their creation into a NEW 
WAY. Not  of  "their"  design,  but  of  The Father's 
Desire. With the help of Universal Law, the time is 
at  hand for  increasing  opportunity  of  Truth  to  be 
Known and Lived.

Pray  and  Desire,  Contemplate,  Ask  For  and 
Receive Truth of Another / New / Different / Way. 
Divine / Universal assistance awaits our Desire and 
Intent to end this deception.

On  a  SunShiny  day  of  Truth  and  Love, 
turquoiseblue skies, pure air, warmth, and pure rain 
RE-TURN.
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NOVEMBER 21, 2010

changing
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Times are changing.  The planet is changing.  The 
People are changing.

We are choosing what those changes shall be.

Choose The Father Plan -- Current-Sea, and the 
deception is ended. 

A New Day Dawns.

On a SunShiny Day of brilliancy !
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NOVEMBER 23, 2010

Homily  Giving Thanks Day preparation

This  Thursday,  November  25,  2010,  (by  some 
calendars)  is  the  day Father  calls  for  us  to  Give 
Thanks in a different way.  We have written about 
this  and  posted  it  on  our  website  -- 
BlueStarWay.com

As  of  this  moment,  The  Father  has  given  no 
additional information for posting.  The food for us, 
that  day,  will  be  lacto-vegetarian--each  meal 
touching on a different culture.

I  recently  completed  the  Rhythms  Calendar  for 
2011.  It has been refined with Father's direction. 
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He  has  said  that  each  year  will  be  individually 
adjusted -- as long as the years remain similar to 
what we now have.  I will check with The Father 
for making this calendar available.  We have found 
that using one -- without any additional instruction in 
signets and such -- is very beneficial.

On  a  SunShiny  day  of  balmy  breeze, 
TurquoiseBlue skies, pure air, and pure rain !
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NOVEMBER 24, 2010

with Love and a Song

The  theme  for  tomorrow's  Homily  Giving-Thanks 
Day is Knowing your Self as you Know the Father.

This theme carries forward into the year until next 
Homily Day.

Is  Knowing  your  Self  anywhere  on  your  list  of 
Desires?  How do you define this event?  Does it 
seem  a  gradual  process  or  an  event  of  Divine 
Grace?

Do you define your Self by mortal standards or do 
you Desire an inspired experience?
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What  deception  stands  between  you  and  the 
ongoing experience of Self? Have you been clearing 
your energy system for Truth of Self?  Which is to 
say,  as  the  space  is  cleared  of  deception  it  is 
dedicated to the Truth of Knowing your Self.

May this year bring Your Self whole and complete 
as you Know the Father as you Know your Self.

On  a  SunShiny  Day  of  Truth  and  Love  as  the 
Universe Sings !
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NOVEMBER 25, 2010

just another thought

As you move through this  day of  Giving  Thanks, 
how prepared are you with the things you will give 
thanks to have in an emergency?

What if, during rush hour, on the premier shopping 
day of the year, a huge earthquake struck the mid-
west?  What if it were so unusual an earthquake as 
to  be identifiable  as the action of  Universal  Law? 
Are you prepared ?

Prepared includes being prepared in your path with 
The Father.  Have you chosen The Father Way? 
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Are you still  choosing in  the unrighteous -  unholy 
way?

As  you  give  Thanks  today,  give  Thanks  for  the 
cleansing of this planet by Universal Law. Its action 
is  slow  in  coming,  but  sure  in  its  results.  Give 
Thanks for each and every day you have (had) for 
preparation in The Father Way.

On Giving - Thanks day, may your Heartfelt Desire 
for The Father Way prevail.

With  SunShine,  bright  blue  skies,  pure  air,  pure 
rain, and a balmy breeze !
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NOVEMBER 26, 2010

random thoughts

Have I been very clear  that  "sitting and waiting" 
until  The Father tells you to move is not an equal 
statement to "sit and do nothing"? If where you are 
is like here, there is a lot  to do before The Father 
says to "move". 

[  Well,  there  it  was  again  today  --  a  heavy 
helicopter "passing by", just when I am writing this 
blog.  (Note that "heavy" usually equals military). ]

What if you are already where The Father has told 
you to be?  There is  surely still  a lot  to do.  How 
much do you have in the way of clothing made of 
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natural fibers?  There is a sudden rise in price and 
drop  in  availability,  according  to  Rawles  website. 
Garage sales  will  be  few and far  between in  the 
north  until  spring,  but  there  are  thrift  stores  and 
churches.   We make  it  a  practice  to  receive  the 
things offered to us, because they may not be for us, 
but we will give them to someone else when the need 
arises.

No event in the news today, even remotely like the 
one  questioned  yesterday.   What  happens  when 
there is no time to question?  Have you looked at the 
events around the planet this year?

Perhaps it will be the case that, success with The 
Father  Way  will  bring  a  SunRise  in  which  the 
unrighteous - unholy no longer play.  A day in which 
they are gone away from our awareness, no more to 
be thought of.

May today be that day ! On a day of SunShine in 
The Father Way !
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NOVEMBER 27, 2010

what did he say? what did The Father say?

Martin was kind enough to read a confusing internet 
post to me yesterday.  With no input from Father on 
this matter, my conclusion was that this person had 
received the  big knock on his door.  His response 
was  very  different  than  Art  Bell's  (which  Art 
claimed on air to have received two different times). 
This  was  very  interesting  timing,  since  last  Sat 
evening, a replay of Art's show had a guest who 
addressed  the  dangers  of  certain  spiritual 
directions.   You  will  need  to  look  up  the  links  on 
these two events for your self.
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This brought me back to an ongoing spiritual goal 
The Father has given The People. STOP engaging 
the unrighteous - unholy ! When they engage us they 
have  already  WON  !  Stronger,  smarter,  better: 
non-issue.  David and Goliath is a trap.  Taking all 
the money out of the bank is a TRAP.  What will the 
people do then? The biggest defense the unrighteous 
- unholy use is: "they did it to themselves".  This is 
why their deception has attained such refined, subtle 
levels.

Remember  the  KNOCK  on  the  door  which  we 
answered  and  must  not  answer?  Remember 
questioning how you don't do something you already 
did? We have all heard of the islanders who saw the 
"europeans" on the shore who appeared out of no-
where.  It is a mistake to stand around figuring out 
how they got here (and do what they do.)  This is 
exactly what we must stop doing.  Stop  engaging 
their presence so we can let them return to NON.
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The  more  progressed  a  Person  becomes  the 
stronger the Divine - Universal Energy they give to 
the unrighteous - unholy when they become engaged 
in conflict with them.  This Energy was given The 
Person for use in Divine - Universal Purpose / Plan. 
The Father will  dramatically reduce the flow to a 
Person  who  strengthens  the  unrighteous  -  unholy 
(which  includes  those  who  choose  to  serve  them). 
They are only as strong as we make them. 

When we turn our attention to The Father and to our 
part  in  the  Divine  Universal  Plan,  we  begin  the 
process  of  rebuilding  our  Spiritual  Strength  and 
Power for that Purpose.  It is our responsibility and 
obligation  to  attend  to  a  Right  and  Proper  / 
Righteous and Holy expenditure of Energy so as to 
receive  more.   To engage with  "them"  is  to  invite 
death-decay-destruction upon our self.

Ending HATE of "them" for what they do / have 
done is our greatest challenge.  They must be NON 
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to  us.   What  becomes  NON  has  no  power,  no 
authority. 

When we believe what  is  Divine to  be NON, we 
have minimized the assistance of what IS.  This is a 
deception - trap of theirs.  One that not only sets us 
back in our spiritual journey, but can take a lengthy 
recovery time.  And we need to use all due haste 
and diligence to re-turn to Truth.

May this SunRise see Truth and Love and Joy and 
Peace re-turned to The People !

On a SunShiny day of pure air, pure rain, balmy 
breeze and blue skies !
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NOVEMBER 29, 2010

what's new?

We are entering the season of the Winter Solstice. 
I'm looking to The Father for Peace, Joy and Love 
to reach greater expression on Earth as anything 
other becomes NON in our experience. 

A new year of Giving Thanks has begun with focus 
on Knowing our Self and then on to becoming co-
participant  with  The  Father.   It  is  time  for  the 
children to "grow up" into a new relationship with the 
parental idea of The Father.

How did you do with re-defining the relationship with 
your parents as you left high school and transitioned 
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into  adulthood?   Are  we  now  in  the  instructional 
stage  of  "higher  learning"?  If  so,  NON 
participation  in  the  war  mindset--conflict  with  evil 
kind of stuff--is our new curriculum.

If you have never resolved this transitional phase, I 
invite you to begin contemplation of this "issue" and 
bring new, creative solutions into Life.

On a SunShiny Day of pureness ! 
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NOVEMBER 30, 2010

replace it with what ?
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I don't  know about other People,  but this Person 
doesn't  know what  the Dec 7th activist  think they 
are going to do if  they succeed.  I don't see any 
indication of a Plan in place to immediately replace 
the  deception.   I  don't  hear  anyone  saying  The 
Father has made Known His plan to them.

It  seems to  me,  only  The Father  Knows another 
way--a  different  way--The  Father  Plan.  I  have 
certainly  been  asking  day  by  day  with  limited 
results.  Whether  the  difficulty  understanding  is 
personal,  chemical,  electronic,  or  social,  is 
irrelevant. The Truth is: only The Father Way can 
provide any Way to leave the deception behind and 
begin a NEW DAY.

Empty spaces are said to invite "things worse". It 
seems ill conceived ideas with no follow-up are just 
these empty spaces.
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I  invite  those  of  The  People  who  consider  such 
empty action to Pray for direction of The Father.  A 
strong Desire in The People for  Truth will   bring 
Truth into action. 

Be SURE you are not the manipulated instrument 
that sets in motion "their" desire. One of the greatest 
false defenses they use is--that The People "did it" 
to their Selves.  

If we tear down the structure that is in place without 
an immediate use of a True Plan, what do you think 
"they" have ready to replace the old structure?  You 
surely don't think "they" have no response to this well 
publicized plan, do you?

May  Truth  and  Wisdom  prevail,  In  The  Father 
Way !

On  a  SunShiny  day  of  Truth  and  Love,  under 
turquoiseblue skies, pure air, pure rain and a balmy 
breeze !
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DECEMBER 2, 2010

leaks
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I sat here yesterday with nothing to say.  Then this 
morning I realized I should have referred this blog 
over to Martin's for the past two days in particular. 
His BlueStarBlog was again outstanding.  

I've  been  thinking  a  lot  about  giving  away  our 
power to those who deny The Father. How do we 
recognize this "leak" of what was given to nourish 
and sustain those who seek The Father? How do we 
recognize putting someone else before The Father? 
How do we recognize our decline as someone else 
gains?

Aren't those who profit by this thievery the very ones 
who  deride  us  --  The  People,  for  our  lack  of 
success, for our lack of prosperity, for our lack of 
health, for our lack of . . . ? Look at them! Look how 
successful  they  are,  look  at  how prosperous  they 
are, look at how they "leap over tall buildings in a 
single bound". (Superman)
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Of course this  demeaning is  designed to degrade 
The People even further, making the thievery even 
easier.

The Father is where to turn for TRUTH. 

But a moment in The Father's Presence shows a 
Person who they are. But a moment in The Father's 
Presence bestows an appreciation unknown before. 
But a moment in The Father's Presence bestows a 
Self awareness goal to be experienced as ongoing 
Truth.

May you know the Father,  thereby Knowing your 
Self this day.

On a SunShiny day of Love of Truth may you bask 
in balmy warmth !..
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DECEMBER 4, 2010

selling uranium mines to russians
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Just another day of attack to be given to The Father 
for  discard.  It  seems "they"  think "they"  have the 
right  to  sell  off  this  continent  piece  by  piece.  We 
were  deceived  into  believing  that  the  "holding"  of 
public land for public trust was right and proper and 
in  the  best  interest  of  The  People.  What  an 
incredible deception!

This is one of the greater challenges to turn away 
from, and continue in Trust with The Father.

Of course traditional People knew the Earth could 
not be "owned" by anyone. But . . . didn't they sell it 
for  "trinkets"?  Isn't  that  what  is  going  on  now? 
Selling the Earth for worthless paper? Where does 
it  end?  When  do  we  understand  a  different  way, 
another way, The Father Way?

When  one  lives  on  a  piece  of  land  where  they 
receive food and water, and watch the SunRise and 
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the StarRise, they have an innate respect for all life 
which includes The Earth. 

Farmers must be so poisoned with their chemicals 
they  continue  in  the  deception.  I  have  seen  the 
"program" which begins with the children, to sell the 
chemical  deception.  What  happened  to  those 
children that they didn't grow up with that respect 
for  the  land  in  which  they  couldn't  harm  it  with 
spreading death on each row of plants?

What are "they" doing  selling 6  "our" uranium mines 
to the russians? Spreading the potential of harm?

These are the fear attacks they propagate to deter 
us from Trust in The Father. Prayer to The Father 
and Source for an end to the deception and Truth to 
prevail is of utmost priority. Trust that because we 
Desire an end to deception, it is so, will prevail.

6 http://www.thetelegram.com/News/Canada  -  World/Business/2010-11-30/article-2006498/US-
approval-a-step-toward-Russian-company-control-of-Wyoming-uranium-mines/1
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On a day of increased Trust in Truth.

May  the  SunShine  warm  your  Soul  and  nourish 
your body !
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DECEMBER 8, 2010

today
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How  was  your  seven  day,  yesterday?  Full  of 
creativity?  We  found  it  to  be  an  interesting, 
informative day of creativity.

Today is an "eight day" in worldly context. I always 
consider  a  four  day  and  an  eight  day  be  one  of 
closeness to The Father Way.

May your day be filled with All Righteous and Holy 
opportunity !

On a SunShiny day of TurquoiseBlue skies,  pure 
air, pure rain, pure balmy breeze !
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DECEMBER 9, 2010

Looking to Truth
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The  Sun  continues  to  Shine  with  The  Father's 
Glory.

I welcome the balmy breeze of His Desire.

I give Thanks for the bounty of the SunShine on my 
Life.

In Truth, Love, Joy and Peace.

On  a  SunShiny  day  of  crystal  blue  skies,  balmy 
breeze, pure air and pure rain !
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DECEMBER 10, 2010

flow
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Abundance flows  on  the  SolarWind.  Particles  of 
abundance  nourish  and  sustain  The  Planet,  the 
People.

Particles of SunShine nourish the Spirit and Soul.
Thank you Father for the abundance !

On  a  balmy  SunShiny  Day  of  Truth  and  Divine 
Glory under crystal  blue skies,  pure air  and pure 
rain !
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DECEMBER 11, 2010

Harmony with . . .
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It's interesting that after 7,000 years of presence, 
some believe we're being prepared for the "arrival" 
of  the  unrighteous  -  unholy.  Now,  when  they 
suddenly arrive and claim they can "save" us from 
ourselves (read them), what do we do?

With diligence, perhaps we can close their door and 
end it's presence before that is all begun. We are 
back  to,  not  opening  a  door  we  have  already 
opened.  Yes,  it  is  possible.  We  can  focus  on 
individual  Harmony  with  the  Divine  Plan.  This 
Harmony, or Oneness, is our natural state. There is 
no  enslavement,  obedience,  or  servitude  in  our 
Harmony with the Divine Plan.

As  a  "maturing"  People,  we  recognize  co-
participation as a choice it is time to make. We gave 
up  all  that  we  really  seek,  as  we  sank  into  the 
deception.  Now  the  longing  of  The  People  for 
"home"  is  greater  than  ever  as  the  unrighteous  - 
unholy  create  a  deception  of  "homelessness"  upon 
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this land. Now is the time to receive the Truth of the 
nature of Home.

This  planet  was never  and will  never  be home to 
those  of  deception.  A  great  Truth  of  Home  is 
available  to  us  NOW.  Yes,  Dorothy,  "there's  no 
place like home", but we must KNOW what Home 
is. Lots of deception was implanted in the Oz story. 
NOW we look for the "story" of Truth.  

Truth of Home is available right here and now. It is 
found in Harmony with the Divine Plan. It is found 
by Desire of The People. It is found by ending the 
play of deception.

On a SunShiny day of Truth and Love, with crystal 
blue skies, a balmy breeze, pure air, and pure rain !
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DECEMBER 12, 2010

HOME
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Interestingly,  after  I posted  yesterday,  I took a 
look  at  the  word  "HOME".  I  used  a  Reader's 
Digest Dictionary and found a rather lengthy entry.

By the time I finished looking up all the words I felt 
needed clarified, I found that what The Father has 
told  us  for  all  these  years  was  in  the  concept  of 
HOME.

This  planet  is  not  home  to  unrighteous  -  unholy 
activity. They are the cause of our victim role of host 
to parasitic action, which causes an apathetic view 
of the world.

I also found confirmation that this land is the place 
of our origin where we find safety. As we come to 
Knowledge of our Self and the Father, we realize 
this is the "place" we have come to in our journey to 
Know the dwelling place of Source.  
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When we are entrapped in the "god deception", we 
don't recognize The Father's presence and role in 
Knowing our Self. This delusion also precludes any 
possibility of recognizing Source.

It seems to me, the dwelling Place of Source must 
be pretty empty, since we are so deceived into non-
awareness and non-action in His regard.

How  many  religions  will  condemn  any  one  who 
identifies the "god deception" ? How many will "kill" 
so as to remain asleep, inert, apathetic in the  "god 
deception" ?

What is your choice this day ?

On a SunShiny day of Love, Truth and Joy, with a 
balmy breeze, blue skies, pure air and pure rain !
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DECEMBER 13, 2010

RoseLavender: RosemaryOregano
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Have you used rosemary or oregano essential oil? 
Have you used lavender or rose water? Have you 
thought about the "essences" of these herbs?

They have time honored use for the wellness of The 
People.  As  food,  herbs,  oils,  essences,  tinctures, 
and so on, they have proven effective for all  times 
and All People.

It was just recently I realized that due to the huge 
amount  of  literature available  on these  plants  and 
their use I had an idea of them as either assertive, if 
not aggressive and passive, or associated with love.
The rosemary and oregano are touted as assertive 
herbs with an earthy aroma used as seasoning for 
robust,  savory dishes.  The rose and lavender are 
touted  as  gentle  herbs  of  beauty,  food  delicacies, 
and  love,  while  having  less  known  healing 
properties.
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Suddenly,  one day I realized the highly  effective 
nature of rose-lavender water on the skin. It had a 
gentle quality of healing, which left no room for any 
unrighteous - unholy action on the body.

I realized this was the action of Love on the body. 
It filled all "space". Where there was Love, no-thing 
else could abide.

It was most amazing to see this Truth in action in 
one's  body.  Love  was  "transformed"  in  my 
perception,  from a passive  experience to  a  highly 
active healing Principle of such great gentleness as 
to be imperceptible in its action--it just was.

On a SunShiny day of balmy breeze, turquoise blue 
skies, pure air, pure rain and the transformation of 
Love !
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DECEMBER 14, 2010

SnowLight

In the precedence we choose for this blog, I have 
noticed an interesting event recently that I choose to 
view from The Father Way--in its best "Light".

I have noticed that the Snow carries a "Light" of its 
own. We have all seen the DiamondSparkleLight of 
the daytime snow. It brings Joy to us as adults as it 
did  when  we  were  children.  We  recognize  the 
Divine Light Particles in the crystals of Snow.

Recently I realized the Snow is also giving Light at 
night. It isn't just "reflecting" Light at night. Just as 
the Moon and Stars give Light at night, so does the 
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Snow. The Moon only reflects Light, you say. How 
do you Know? Is it because you are told so? How 
many deceptions do you think we live with?

I  don't  Know  the  Snow  gives  Light  from  the 
Sparkle of its Crystals at night. But, that is what I 
saw to be so.  

Perhaps one day I'll make it a priority to ask The 
Father if it is so.  

Until then, I receive the DivineSparkleLight of the 
Snow.

On a SunShiny day with balmy breeze, pure air, 
CrystalTurquoiseBlue Skies and warmth to nourish 
the Soul !
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DECEMBER 15, 2010

What is Sparkle and what is glitter?

I talked with Martin yesterday about the difference 
between Sparkle and glitter having been put in the 
blog. We both think it has not been clarified in either 
blog. 

Therefore, since I have referred to the Sparkle of 
the Snow, I will add some small clarification.

Sparkle is Divine in origin. It is the Light of The 
Father and Source made known in the world.

glitter  is  the  unrighteous  -  unholy  attempt  at 
deception. It is artificial, garish, and "added".
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Sparkle is natural, innate, and nourishes the Soul.

It  has  always  seemed  to  me,  that  if  "arrival" 
happened, glitter  in many forms would be used to 
mesmerize The People.

Discerning  the  difference  between  Sparkle  and 
glitter is an important skill never identified.  

May you learn simply and quickly this discernment.

On a  SunShiny  day of  balmy breeze,  blue  skies, 
pure air and pure melting snow that Sparkles in the 
Sun !
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DECEMBER 16, 2010

Soup for the Soul

If  you're  thinking  of  living  near  a  railroad  track, 
don't believe the owner who says you won't notice 
after  a few days.  For almost  two weeks the train 
whistle  has  been  blowing night  and  day as  trains 
move through this rather large city. The whistle has 
been going any time in the 24 hours, rather louder 
than before and more often than ever at one time. To 
say the least, it is not something one gets used to.

Have you turned your thermostat down to 65? The 
new  recommended  temperature  for  your  home  is 
rather uncomfortable. Better than no heat, you say? 
I say it is time to look to The Father for a Better 
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Way ! As for this morning, soup to warm Soul and 
body !

I have been finding that affirming the best, while still 
seeing the unrighteous - unholy, is a very beneficial 
thing to do.  The unexpected benefit  is  that  I feel 
better. I may not be "seeing" better, but there is a lot 
to be said for feeling happier ! On the other hand, 
the temp outside is 20 degrees warmer this morning. 
Perhaps the seeing is improving too.

On a  SunShiny  day of  balmy breeze,  blue  skies, 
pure air and Soup for the Soul, may you feel warm 
and nourished !
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DECEMBER 17, 2010

respect: action or intent?

I noticed  some  time  ago  that  it  is  possible  for  a 
person to talk with respect, but not act with respect. 
I was listening to a radio show guest who claimed 
scientists  can  change  time.  Now  this  is  not  just 
resetting all the atomic clocks. It is real, noticeable, 
unexplainable  shifts  in  perception.  This  man 
acknowledged this work has been a mistake and is 
going places that are dangerous. He spoke with the 
utmost respect to the host and begged forgiveness. 
Yet,  there  was  no  indication  the  experimentation 
would stop.  
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This may sound pretty far out there to some or most, 
but  all  you  need  experience  is  getting  up  in  the 
middle of the night, notice the time, go back to bed 
and sleep a while, get up a little later and it is an 
earlier  time  on  the  clock  than  when  you  got  up 
before. Yes, this man knows how wrong what he is 
doing is. But those who have sold "their soul" to the 
unrighteous - unholy are not ready to pay the price 
for leaving the false contract. So they continue. I've 
heard  of  a  few people  who claim to  have  parted 
company  with  the  unrighteous  -  unholy,  with  no 
indication how they could accomplish this. 

I Know it is only in Truth with The Father one can 
find  their  way  out  of  the  deception.  Respect  is 
required with The Father Way. It is not a pretense 
to be used in deception. Use Discernment with all 
you observe, for Truth always lay within.

On  a  SunShiny  day  of  balmy  breeze,  pure  air, 
beautiful skies and pleasant temperatures !
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DECEMBER 18, 2010

winter solstice pause days
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By internet  counting,  we  have  entered  the  Pause 
Days of the 2010 Winter Solstice. This is when, as 
The Father has said, the earth turns in its orbit to 
return  around the  Sun.  This  is  to  say,  the  Earth 
never travels in front of the Sun's progression in its 
orbit. No oval -- more like a spiral.

Never heard this before? Where's the proof? 

In the deception, control is pretty pervasive. Do you 
think Truth is so easily obtained in their deception?

On a SunShiny day of Truth and Love with a balmy 
breeze, comfortable temperatures, pure air and blue 
skies !
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DECEMBER 19, 2010

thoughts of the season

The first  time one steps outside the obligatory gift 
giving deception of Christmas is very difficult.  Even 
when  financially  necessary,  this  act  causes  major 
guilt and other unidentifiable emotions.

But then, at least by the next year one recognizes a 
freedom from all the unpleasant emotions associated 
with this false gift giving. It can be very surprising 
how cleansing this freedom is. Gathering to visit with 
a simple meal becomes a treasured event where the 
focus is on the people, rather than on gift-giving.
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Of course, it isn't necessary to exchange one stress 
for another by ending the gift giving. If one could 
embrace the Truth of this act from the beginning, the 
benefit would be immediately available.

Interestingly,  The  Father  also  recommended  an 
opposite  approach  to  the  "decor"  of  the  season, 
which to incorporate it year round into your home. 
All things incorporated into the decor indicates that 
their place is not on a tree, whose life was ended for 
a few days of stress.  

The specific items that nourish your Soul would do 
so any time of year. This is to say, glass balls, glass 
beads,  candles,  and although lighting remains one 
concession  to  plastic,  the  multi-colored  lights  are 
very good for a Light Heart.

On a SunShiny day in The Father Way, with skies 
of bright blue, a balmy breeze, pure air, and pure 
moisture !
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DECEMBER 20, 2010

roses or unions ?

My first blog for today, regarding roses and vines, 
was  lost  in  the  vast  void  of  the  internet  when  I 
clicked save.

Then I noticed on World Net Daily an article on the 
"north  american  union"  still  progressing,  just  more 
out of sight.

It  is  interesting  that  I've  been  saying  the 
unrighteous - unholy keep doing the same thing, as 
long  as  it  works  and  here  is  living  proof  they 
continue  even  when  it  doesn't  work.  As  the 
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european union is falling apart -- collapsing -- they 
are progressing with a copycat failure here.

How  does  continuing  with  a  proven  failure  lend 
support  to  their  one  world  order?  It  seems  that 
would be guaranteed failure, too.  

It certainly seems time to turn to The Father for a 
New Way. A Divine Way. The Way of Truth.

On a Lighter side, I had written about roses and a 
"rosemary-like vine" as seasonal plants. The Father 
had  suggested  these  two  alternatives  quite  some 
time ago. Their use would "make bright" letting go of 
the  old  deception  and  receiving  a  New  Way  of 
celebrating the season.

On  a  SunShiny  day  of  Truth  and  Joy,  a  balmy 
breeze,  blue  skies,  pure  air,  and  pleasant 
temperatures !
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DECEMBER 21, 2010

affirmations
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Affirmations  are  not  truth  by  what  we  see.  
Affirmations are Truth of what The Father sees.

Have  you  ever  thought  about  singing  your 
affirmations? Singing health to your body? Singing 
happiness to your experience?

Make your own tunes, design your own words, but 
make Truth of how the Father sees you the theme.

Sing your Self a New Song.  

As Mama Cass said, "Sing your own song". 

Happy Solstice New Year's eve !

On a balmy SunShiny day of CrystalTurquoiseBlue 
skies,  pure  air,  pure  moisture,  and  pleasant 
temperatures !
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DECEMBER 22, 2010

Happy Solstice New Year !

Happy Solstice New Year !

As we have noted, we're ~mid-pause as the Earth 
makes  its  turn  to  progress  back  around the  Sun. 
Martin  has  been  blog  7 writing  about  what  The 
Father has told us, long ago, which we placed in our 
science fiction book Heliotropos  8.  His blog makes 
for interesting out-of-the-ordinary reading, with nice 
illustrations.

I had mentioned at Homily Giving Thanks day that 
it was the time to pray and Desire your direction for 
7 http://bluestarway.com/bluestarblog/
8 http://bluestarway.com/bswpublishing/books_scifi.html
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the  New  Year.  To  establish  your  "signets"  and 
Rhythms. Well . . . may be I didn't mention signets 
and Rhythms. Perhaps I will soon.

The past four weeks have been very "enlightening" 
for many people I have talked to. May we continue 
to  progress  In The Father  Way with  such great 
Clarity !

On a SunShiny day of Purity in air, sky, water, with 
balmy temperatures and breeze !
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